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Upcoming
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The Battery Show 2018
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September 11-13, 2018
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September 20-27, 2018
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Press Days: October 2-3
Public Days: 10/04 - 10/14
SAE Brake Colloquium &
Exhibition 2018
Palm Desert, CA
September 14-17 , 2018

GKN RETURNS TO AUTOMECHANIKA WITH “ONE BRAND” THEME

ROESRATH, Germany – GKN Driveline’s aftermarket group is returning to Automechanika in
Frankfurt after a six-year absence with a “One
Brand” theme that showcases the wide range of aftermarket products the company offers around the world.
“There is no better platform than Automechanika on which to showcase our
OEM and aftermarket businesses,” Huerter, commercial director for GKN’s
automotive aftermarket group said. “Powertrain technology is changing at a
rapid pace and GKN is a major contributor to those changes.”
Although developed solely for OE applications, the following GKN original
equipment products on display at Automechanika also are available as GKN
replacement parts, illustrating how quickly new technologies are finding their
way into the aftermarket:
GKN ballspline – the perfect wave
The new “ballspline” sideshaft pairs excellent off-road characteristics with safe
handling on the road. Linearly arranged ball bearings deliver previously unattained plunge for outstanding suspension performance.

LA Auto Show 2018
GKN SX countertrack joints – opposition
Los Angeles, CA
Automobility: November 26-29 is good
Public Days: 11/30 - 12/9
GKN has developed and patented countertrack joints, which transmit the same power
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GKN face spline – downsizing doesn’t
stop at the driveshaft

GKN’S countertrack joint

For more information contact GKN’s face spline design provides positive
jgalan@usautocom.com or engagement between the wheel hub and the fixed sideshaft joint via a spline on
the joint’s face. The design is referred to as “face spline” because the torque is
sspaeth@usautocom.com
transferred to the hub via the joint’s face.
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REGAL APPOINTED EXECUTIVE VP OF PURCHASING AT KIEKERT
HEILIGENHAUS, Germany – Stéphanie Regal has been appointed executive vice president of Purchasing at Kiekert AG, the global technology
leader in automotive locking systems.
Regal most recently had been Kiekert’s global director of program management responsible for the implementation of all customer projects worldwide, as well as crossfunctional strategic process optimization. Since joining the company in 2009, she has
served in various other management positions, including senior program manager for the
implementation of international projects at Kiekert locations around the world.
She has extensive experience in the automotive and supplier industries, having started
her business career in 2000 at Robert Bosch GmbH where she worked in logistics and
technical sales.

Stéphanie Regal

“We are delighted to have secured Stéphanie Regal from within our own ranks to head up our Purchasing
function,” said Guido Hanel, Kiekert CEO. “Given her long-standing expertise in program management, process optimization and international collaboration, she is the right person to continue the strategic development
of the Purchasing function at Kiekert.”

OBSOLETE QUALITY TESTS STILL IN USE THROUGHOUT THE AUTO INDUSTRY
DETROIT, Mich – Auto makers and their suppliers continue to use obsolete
quality-control tests to check critical components and operating systems on
their assembly lines.
More than 80 percent of the leak-detection tests conducted on auto-industry production lines are outmoded and
ineffective, according to Thomas Parker, North American automotive sales manager for INFICON, a leading
global supplier of leak-detection equipment.
“Inexpensive but out-of-date leak-detection methods such as water-bath and pressure-decay tests are still the
norm within the car industry,” Thomas notes. “Using these test methodologies today could have a serious and
potentially dangerous impact on product quality.
“What is needed is reliable, repeatable, precise and economical test methodology that can be provided by tracer-gas leak-detection systems.”
In addition, water-bath reliability is affected by bubbles inadvertently rising to the surface as a part submerges.
Leaks that may affect quality and incur warranty costs also can escape detection because they may be too
small to overcome water-surface tension in order to form bubbles. Test parts and assemblies must be thoroughly dried after testing to prevent corrosion and discoloration as well. Similar problems occur when a soap solution is applied to a part to detect bubbles.
Pressure-decay is another outmoded test method that relies on filling a part with clean, dry air at a specific
pressure, then watching for pressure losses. Vacuum testing is an alternative. A pressurized component is
placed in a vacuum chamber where pressure increases over time can be measured. Either method is simple and
can be automated, but there are problems with both.
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ALCANTARA OUTFITS ALL-ELECTRIC SUPERCAR FROM GENOVATION CARS
MILAN, Italy – Alcantara, the “Made in Italy” luxury lifestyle
brand, is providing its high-tech material for the interior of the new
Genovation Cars’ GXE all-electric supercar.
The “meaner-faster-smarter” 800-hp GXE vehicle is capable of speeds
of more than 220 mph. It features Alcantara on its dash fascia, doorpanel inserts, seat cushions, gearshift lever and rear cargo area. Genovation Cars offers customized interiors, which include both Alcantara
and leather trim, finished to the owner’s specifications in a variety of
colors. The vehicle is expected to retail for $750,000.
“Alcantara is the perfect partner to turn car interiors into exclusive,
special environments,” said Alcantara Chairman and CEO Andrea
Boragno. “Our material’s technical requirements ensure full compliance with the strictest industry standards and excellent technical performance in terms of grip, breathability, softness and color fastness –
and even can be made water- and flame-retardant.”

Genovation GXE interior

Boragno said automakers love Alcantara material for both aesthetic and performance reasons and have chosen
it to dress some of their most iconic creations such as Genovation’s GXE.

MAHLE-POWERED BAD BOY OFF-ROAD VEHICLE SHOWN AT TECH CRAWL 2018
BIRMINGHAM, Mich. – The MAHLE Group, a leading international development partner and supplier to the automotive industry, showcased its Textronproduced Bad Boy off-road electric-drive utility vehicle here at the recent 2018 Detroit Business and Technology Forum.
“The Detroit Business and Technology Forum, also known as Tech Crawl, gives us a great opportunity to discuss our global efforts to provide components and systems for electric and autonomous vehicles,” said Scott
Ferriman, president of MAHLE Industries, the North American holding company for the MAHLE Group. “We
want customers to know that we are not only working to bring these technologies to market, but also that we
have fully-developed drive systems on production vehicles today.”
Built in Georgia, Bad Boy is constructed of structurally welded high-strength steel tubing with a fiberglass
body. The AWD vehicle is driven by two MAHLE 72-volt 3-phase AC traction motors fitted to its front and
rear transaxles.
Power comes from six 12-volt deep-cycle conventional batteries. Total power is rated at 38 horsepower delivered through an open differential. Regenerative braking captures energy for added range.
The MAHLE motors used by Textron for its electrified vehicles, are AC induction motors wound to 72 volts
and are similar to the large-diameter, asynchronous, higher-voltage motors used in battery electric vehicles,
PHEVs and hybrids. Textron has sourced motors from MAHLE for more than a decade.
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TROY, Mich. – HBPO, the auto industry’s largest global supplier of front-end
modules, plans to expand its North American operations due in part to a growing
demand from electric- and autonomous-vehicle manufacturers.
The company expects to add an assembly plant in Michigan and more than double employment in North
America within the next four years.
In the last three years alone, HBPO has opened four new North America assembly plants and added five new
automotive customers, including two electric-vehicle makers, according to Diana Mannino, president of
HBPO North America.
The company also has increased production of plastic components by 50 percent with the addition of a third
injection-molding press earlier this year at its assembly plant in Puebla, Mexico.
“The number of new-vehicle models equipped with HBPO front-end modules in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico is expected to grow by 60 percent from 12 in 2017 to more than 19 in 2022,” she said. “Our annual sales
in North America are expected to increase by 70 percent to more than $1 billion over the same period.”

HEILBRONN, Germany – Chassis Brakes International has opened a new
5,000-square-meter sales and application-engineering center in Heilbronn,
Germany.
The new facility includes 4,000 square meters for product-development activities and 1,000 square meters of office space on three levels. The new
Heilbronn technical center is more than twice the size of the company’s previous facility in nearby Abstatt.
“Our move from Abstatt has been driven by the significant growth of our
group in Germany and lays the groundwork for further expansion in the future,” said the company’s Global Chief Executive Officer Thomas
Wuensche.

New Chassis Brakes Facility in
Germany

Bernd Schemer, board chairman for the company’s German operations
and global vice-president of Sales, Engineering and Project Management,
added, “We have created a state-of-the-art facility in Heilbronn, 80 percent of which is dedicated to engineering activities, including extended capacities and capabilities for vehicle testing and NVH (noise, vibration
and harshness), both on a bench and vehicle level. In addition, we are prepared to address future trends in
electric and autonomous vehicle technology.”
Chassis Brakes International, one of the world’s largest manufacturers of automotive foundation brake systems and components, also is developing advanced braking systems especially designed for electric and autonomous vehicles.
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MILAN – Alcantara, the global luxury and lifestyle brand for the
auto industry, is partnering with Lamborghini during the 2018 Lamborghini Super Trofeo series, which takes place on three continents.
Alcantara is providing a VIP hospitality area at Lamborghini’s Super Trofeo races with custom-made sofas
and armchairs upholstered in a relaxing ice grey and
pearl grey, with pillows and cushions featuring a pattern
that evokes Lamborghini interiors. The furnishings designed by Alcantara feature sharp edges to echo the
lines of Lamborghinis in race-course action.
In the Alcantara-equipped lounge area, drivers and
guests are able to relax and enjoy an atmosphere that
radiates Italian design values - exclusivity, luxury,
technology, outstanding performance and fine craftsmanship - for which Lamborghini and Alcantara are Specially prepared Lamborghini Huracán Super Trofeo Evo race
cars competed at the Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course May 5-6.
known throughout the world .
“We are pleased to be a partner of the Lamborghini Super Trofeo series in 2018,” said Alcantara Chairman and
CEO Andrea Boragno.

NOVI, Mich. – The Advanced Propulsion Centre (APC) will support six organizations representing the UK automotive industry at the Battery Show here on
September 11-13.
Exhibitors at the UK Pavilion will showcase advanced battery and powertrain technologies to vehicle manufacturers
and tier-one suppliers from North America and around the world.

The UK Pavilion will have organizations from a wide range of fields within the automotive industry, including energy storage, powertrain technologies and lightweighting solutions. Earlier this year, the UK Pavilion was at the
JSAE Spring Congress in Yokohama and Engine Expo in Stuttgart, resulting in business deals worth up to
$200,000 and more than 100 new contacts.
“This event provides the perfect platform to drive further international collaboration and fundamental R&D in
the UK,” said Jo Evans, head of Marketing and Communications at APC.
At The Battery Show in Michigan, UK exhibitors will seek strong collaboration and investment to further support the UK economy, according to Evans. Together, the delegation will demonstrate that as a destination for
the development and production of cutting-edge battery and low-carbon powertrain technology “Britain is
GREAT.”
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AUTOCOM ASSOCIATES NAMED AGENCY OF RECORD FOR DAVE CANTIN GROUP
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Mich. – Dave Cantin Group, a full-service firm specializing in automotive dealership mergers and acquisitions, has selected AutoCom Associates as its North American public relations agency of record.
With regional offices in California, Florida, Illinois, New York and Texas, the Dave Cantin Group (DCG)
manages and executes the sale and purchase of auto dealerships throughout the United States. The firm maintains extensive relationships with manufacturers, automotive attorneys, accountants and lenders, as well investor groups, private equity firms and investment funds.
Dave Cantin, the founder and CEO, has personally closed more than two billion dollars in M&A transactions
in collaboration with both strategic and private-equity investors. DCG services include but are not limited to
simple buy/sell transactions, multi-dealership acquisitions, partial or complete private equity acquisitions, employee buy-ins and succession planning.
“Dave Cantin has assembled one of the most experienced dealership merger-and-acquisition teams in the auto
industry,” said AutoCom President Larry Weis. “The group’s successful partnership approach to the buy-andsell process is coupled with a firm commitment to community service.”

SAVE THE DATES

The Battery Show 2018

Paris Auto Show
Mondial de l’Automobile 2018

Los Angeles Auto Show 2018

September 11-13, 2018

October 4-14, 2018

November 26 - December 9, 2018

Suburban Collection Showplace
Novi, MI

1 Place de la Porte de Versailles,
75015 Paris, France

1201 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015

AutoCom Associates
100 West Long Lake Road
Suite 122
Bloomfield Hills
MI 48304
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